


Guided Tour of the “Cannon 1999” Poster Calendar

Ideally place the text over the poster’s quarters, read it and ... look around: enjoy your trip!

First Quarter

Peace and well to you, travellers! Well, “peace” if you

can conquer and keep it, of course! In Common’s
Italy - we’re around A.D. 1176, give or take a few
days - peace comes at a premium: among the

quarrels between our towns and external threats from
Frederick the Read Bearded (Barbarossa) there is
few peace to enjoy! Here in the hectic Mediolanum,

pulsing heart of the Padania plane - the old Latin
recommendation “Si vis pacem para bellum” (If you
want peace be ready for war) is carefully followed.

The town protects its treasures (did you notice the
marvellous dungeons, the towers and the bell-towers,
symbol of power for the civic, the bourgeois and the

clergy classes?) with an imposing ring of walls, from
the top of which the Communal Militia carefully
guards against invaders and riots.

Inside town a solemn ceremony is taking place:
clergy in procession and parading militiamen honour
the Bishop who, standing on the doorstep of Saint

Ambrogio’s Basilic, blesses the town symbol, the
oxen-carried flag-adorned Carroccio.
Under the Merchant’s Palace - sponsored by a

famous local factory - commerce flourishes: there is a
seasonal sale of mixing heads (it seams that cheap
imitations are available now, and we are really fed up

with this stuff! Where will we end, with these clones?)

Second Quarter

Look look, who’s around, above here? A BONO
boiler, back from a tour in Scandinavia: they really

did not know what to do with it, and they sent it back
where it belongs. The perplex customs officer checks
the papers, while the two Vikings who brought it back

try to return home hitch-hiking on the Naviglio, an
imposing waterway dug to bring to town the most
bulky loads. Here a small drama is taking place: one

of these diabolic machines to produce refrigerators
shifted on the barge, and is falling in the water.
Danger for the stevedores: someone - to keep town

clear of undesired immigrants - released few
crocodiles in the canal and they’re now doing their
job!

Below, another problem is troubling the mattress
factory: the foam block’s cutting blade broke and now
- waiting for the spare one - nobody stops the belt.

The foreman’s going to have troubles, now!
By the way, did you notice the design of the
Polyurethane component’s storage tanks, all proudly

locally-made stuff?

Third Quarter

There is no time for rest and celebrations in the Civic

Weapons factory, below: the town’s defence against
the Barbarossa calls for maximum productivity!
Engineers from the neighbouring Polytechnic School

designed ingenious turtle-shaped defence machines,
featuring structure beams made in glass-reinforced
hard Polyurethane. Thanks God, the raw material to

make the glass fibers (by manually breaking dozens
of empty wine flasks) is abundantly supplied by the
sentinels on the walls.

The enemy is getting close, we need to speed up the
production: to increase it we use a merry-go-round to
hold the moulds, so work never stops and we can

produce more. (Don’t we say - in factory and in town
- “We’ll work and fight till we’ve got a beam of light”?)

Once we’ve made the supporting frame we need to
cover it with the protective plates: they’re made with
the strongest plastics available - using large injection

machines made in Augusta Taurinorum - and will
protect our soldiers against arrows and thrown rocks.
To melt these large parts we need lots of heat, so to

warm up the plastification screws we now use
imported coal: there’s really no limit to the ingenious
imagination of Taurinenses mechanicians, right?

Fourth Quarter

Usually very careful, the sentinels on duty on the
ramparts are now distracted by the graces of two

young ladies (fashion models?) guests of a close-by
hostel. Some strollers, interested in what goes on in
the Arms factory yard, are sent away by the security:

could they be spies of Barbarossa? Nobody trusts
anybody, in today’s Mediolanum: we see so many
characters around!

Beyond the Naviglio, in the Southern Industrial
Estate, a new factory has been opened. They
thermoform large plastic sheets here, to make large

bathtubs - used by the locals as troughs for cattle,
grown with industrial methods in the surrounding
country. There is a tough local competition for this

stuff, and the sophisticated machines imported from
Britannia suffer for the bad exchange rate between
Libra and Scudo.

If these things don’t get fixed soon, we’ll end
importing nothing from those remote islands. Let’s
hope in a near future when - maybe - some order

could reign in these money-related matters: alas, if
we only could deal with one currency only! Things
would be less complex, probably.

Well, see you next year, travellers, in some other
place! A new era starts, the new millennium is
coming, and God only knows what it will bring along:

let us hope for the best, and be ready for the worst!

Peace (hopefully) and well to you - wherever you are!
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